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Purpose 
The apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) is an important biomarker in neurology and oncology, but there is currently low confidence 
that ADC values measured in different institutions or with different sequences are comparable. Our goal was to investigate variability 
in measured ADC with regard to different scanner vendor, magnetic field strength and clinical site by use of a multicomponent 
temperature-controlled phantom covering a wide range of physiologically relevant ADC. 
 

Methods 
A spherical phantom shell was 3D-printed in polycarbonate and poly(acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) with an outer diameter of 194 
mm in order to fit into a wide range of MRI coils. Aqueous solutions of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) were mixed in concentrations 
varying from 0 to 50% by mass PVP to vary the ADC of water protons.1 These solutions were poured into 20 mL polypropylene vials 
and arranged into a holding plate at the center of the phantom (Fig. 1a). To control temperature, the phantom was filled with ice water2 
and allowed to equilibrate overnight in a refrigerator. The following morning, prior to imaging, more ice was added to maintain the 
PVP solutions at 0 °C, verified by a thermocouple with an accuracy of ±0.3 °C. The phantom was imaged at three sites, as a 
collaboration between the RSNA Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Alliance and the IMI QuIC-ConCePT projects using 1.5 (A, C) and 
3 T (B) scanners. Image data was acquired in the coronal plane by use of a diffusion-weighted SS-EPI sequence with b-values of 0, 
500, and 900 s/mm2. Scans were performed a minimum of two times at each site 
during a single session in order to assess repeatability. Regions-of-interest (ROIs) 
were selected in the center of each vial and utilized to calculate ADC from b0-b500 
and b0-b900 image sets. 
 

Results 
Monoexponential decay was observed over a wide range of b-values. Fig. 1b shows a 
diffusion-weighted image of the phantom filled with ice and the ROIs chosen to 
calculate ADCs. The ADCs for each vial are plotted vs. PVP concentration in Fig. 2, 
with values ranging from below 0.2 to 1.1 x 10-3 mm2/s, representing 50% and 0% 
PVP, respectively. The measured water ADC is in good agreement with previous 
literature results.3  Coefficients of variation (CoV) were calculated for each of the 
vials to assess repeatabil-
ity over all scans, with the 
mean CoVs for each vial 
set listed in Table 1 as a 
percentage. Little differ-
ence was seen between the 
CoVs for inner- and outer-
ring vials of PVP, with the 
exception of the 50% 
vials. 
 

Discussion and Conclusion 
PVP is able to cover a wide range of physiologically-relevant ADC values. ADC 
results were consistent between inner- and outer-ring vials, indicating little spatial dependence (over approximately 35 mm). There 
was significant variation in the measured ADC of the 50% vials. This variation could be caused by a combination of signal noise and 
insufficient b-values to properly assess this most viscous solution. Susceptibility artifacts due to shell design were observed, but did 
not appear to adversely affect ADC measurements. Finally, results at 1.5 and 3 T were in agreement with one another, as were results 
calculated using the b500 and b900 scans. Future plans are to produce more phantoms for continued multicenter studies, and to further 
examine repeatability and reproducibility across sites. 
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Table 1: Mean CoV by PVP Concentration 
 CoV (A, 1.5 T) CoV (B, 3 T) CoV (C, 1.5T) 

PVP % b0-500 b0-900 b0-500 b0-900 b0-500 b0-900 

0 1.10 0.01 1.18 1.16 0.96 0.43 

10 1.75 1.31 2.18 1.58 3.52 1.26 

20 2.35 1.80 1.70 1.69 4.23 2.41 

30 2.69 1.82 3.98 3.62 1.08 0.21 

40 14.8 12.1 11.9 7.43 0.42 1.36 

50 20.5 22.2 15.4 13.7 14.28 16.49 
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